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Regina Photo Club 

Box 4501 
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S4P 3W7 

 

Summer 2011 

Publication:  June 

Editor: Kelly Guilmette 

 
Website address: www.reginaphotoclub.com 

Summer is finally here!  As we get ready for family reunions, afternoons at the beach and planning those 
summer holidays, remember to pack your camera. (As if that was something us photographers would 
ever forget to do!).  One of the best things about summer is the opportunity to go new places, see new 
things or meet new people. 
 
But just because we’re tired of taking pictures of the same old things doesn’t mean they aren’t beautiful.  
Sometimes we need to be reminded to stop and look around our own environment.  Those things we see 
day in and day out may not inspire us anymore, but they may just be the subject of a beautiful image.  
Sometimes we need to look in our own backyard... 
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Regina Photo Club executive members 
for the 2010/2011 year are as follows: 
 
President   Gil Segovia 
gil@reginaphotoclub.com 
 
Vice-President  Shawn Bauche 
shawn@reginaphotoclub.com 
 
Treasurer   Laird Wilson 
laird@reginaphotoclub.com 
 
Secretary   Shirley Gerlock 
shirley@reginaphotoclub.com 
 
Editor    Kelly Guilmette 
kelly@reginaphotoclub.com 
 
Member-at-large  Shelly Radcliffe 
shelly@reginaphotoclub.com 
 
Member-at-large  Keith Leippi 
keith@reginaphotoclub.com 
 
Archivist   Shirley Gerlock 
shirley@reginaphotoclub.com 
 

Are you on Facebook or Twitter?  We are! 
Join us there or check out our blog, hosted 
by WordPress. 
 

 
 
 
 

www.facebook.com/reginaphotoclub 
 
 
 
 
 

www.twitter.com/reginaphotoclub 
 
 

 
 
 

reginaphotoclub.wordpress.com 

Summer BBQ 

July 10 
 

The Red Barn  
at Sherwood Forest 

 
$5 deposit required  

Contact Laird Wilson to pay your money, 
choose your meat, and to indicate what you’re 

bringing as a side dish!
laird@reginaphotoclub.com 

 
BYOB 

See who wins this year’s awards! 
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What is it about some pictures that makes them look nice?  Why when you look at them do they just "feel 
right"? One of the most important ideas is to get in close and simplify the image; remove the distractions 
at the edges that draw the viewers eye away from what you're trying to emphasize. Make sure you “fill 
the frame”. 

The rule of thirds is by far the best known composition rule. You've likely seen many examples of this so I 
won't include any images here; look for it in the placement of the subject matter in many of the images 
that follow. There is, however, more to composition than that. A few additional composition styles dis-
cussed in this article are: circle, frame, leading lines, negative space, rhythm, triangle, and triangles. 
Study the pictures provided that illustrate each concept. 

 

Circle: 

Composition Types 

The first alternative composition style goes completely against the idea of the rule of thirds; in fact you 
intentionally center the subject. So “fill the frame” and center it. This is best used in macro photography 
or in portraits. 

Many people refer to this as the bulls-eye composition; it helps to keep the viewer from escaping the  
picture. If there was green space to the right or left of the flower, you would look at that and then wonder 
what other green stuff was missing; in this image you stay focused on the intricacies of the petals. 

 
Frame: 

 

In a sense we're creating a 
frame within a frame (the 
outer frame being the edges 
of the photo).   

Use material in the fore-
ground, such as tree 
branches, doors, windows, 
or archways, to frame the 
subject matter. Ensure that 
at least two sides are 
framed so the image doesn't 
looked unbalanced. 
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Leading Lines: 

Use leading lines to invite the viewer into the photo - make them feel like they're standing at the edge 
and are just ready to walk into the scene.  Is there a nice warm meal waiting for you in the ranch 
house? 

Use diagonal lines that lead the eye to a certain point of interest.  If there are strong lines in the scene, 
try to get them to appear from or disappear into a corner.  Use "S" curves as in the ranch house pic-
ture; apparently the eye enjoys following "S" curves.  Which of these two pictures do you find most 
pleasing? 

Negative Space: 

Negative space implies that only a small portion of the 
image is taken up by the subject matter, but in reality 
the negative space helps to tell the story of the posi-
tive space. The little plaque and the RSD scrawl get 
the viewer asking questions about the image. What is 
the plaque commemorating? Why would someone 
scrawl RSD under it? The small shack on the frozen 
lake emphasizes the isolation and cold involved in ice 
fishing. 

This style also helps to give the impression that the 
subject is in a vast open space or to make the subject 
appear very tiny or insignificant. Maybe you'd feel 
even more isolated if the shack was centered in the 
image. 
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Rhythm: 

Rhythm is based on symmetry and patterns - a repetition of form and shape. It is a change in the pat-
tern that provides the rhythm you may be looking for. 

Get your viewer to ask themselves questions: Why is one chair a different colour? Why is one helmet 
missing and two of them are turned over? Did the photographer change the colour on the one chair to 
make a point. 

Triangle 

Compose your image so that three or more objects (or parts of objects) form a triangle. This helps to 
keep the viewer within the image but at the same time moving around from one part to another. 

You might even want to experiment with other geometric shapes (as in the circle composition used 
above). Maybe a rectangle is better used as a frame? Maybe a square or rectangle can tell a story 
about a multiplicity of items in your image, giving equal importance to all the items (as in a group photo 
– 3 heads in a triangle, 4 in a square or trapezoid , etc.). 
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Triangles 

In your minds eye draw a diagonal from corner to corner (top left to bottom right as above, or bottom 
left to top right). Then draw a line from one of the other two corners that is square to the diagonal.  Now 
fill two of the three triangles you've created with subject material. The gazebo and branches fill the right 
triangle, and the other bushes and lamp fill the lower triangle. The leaves of the leaning tree fill the top 
triangle and the sea (mostly) fills the bottom. 

Some of the image elements can cross over the lines; this isn't an absolute rule but gives you a great 
starting point. 

Experiment with all of the above composition types and then try combining the techniques into a single 
photo. For example use leading lines to a 1/3 point; notice in the highway picture under leading lines 
above that the mountains hang at the 1/3 line from the top. 

Use negative space with a triangle that defines the point of interest or the negative space. Or looking at 
the two pictures here, use a frame that is a circle, or show rhythm with a diagonal or triangular flow to 
the main subject matter. 

In Conclusion 

Author: Donald G. Johnston, P.Eng 
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Member Profile: 

Shawna Goodman 

 
I joined the RPC executive for the 1996-1997-1998 term as the competition director, and have been on the 
executive in mostly in that position since. I felt comfortable in that position because of my figure skating 
and synchronized skating competition experience – both as a competitor and as a figure skating coach. If 
you think about figure skating and photography and how they are judged, there isn’t much difference in 
how the marks/placings are achieved. Both are subjective in the end. Yes, both have criteria to follow and 
have rules that are very different from each other but the end result is a subjective placement.   
 
As the RPC competition director I divided the competition into Amateur and Advanced Amateur. The idea 
has proven to be very successful and well liked in the club. In-club competition judging was a very interac-
tive discussion for placement and  the judges were encouraged to discuss the pros and cons of each im-
age. In 2009/2010 I took on the competition chair again, but this time the SaskAm Photo Competition was 
added to the portfolio.  
  
In the fall of 2009 my mom was diagnosed with cancer and put in palliative care. She lived for 10 weeks in 
the Wynyard hospital where she died of her illness.  My dad had died in 1988 so this was the last of my 
parents to pass away.  I had big plans for SaskAm and wanted to prove that it could be a cornerstone of 
the RPC.  I wanted to have events and bring in major speakers  to generate revenue. I also thought we 
could improve on the exposure the competition was getting. I wanted my friends, my clients from work, and 
any stranger who was around to see it. Exposure was key. The Golden Mile Mall was more than happy to 
help us out.  It was great, and SaskAm was very successful. I resigned from the position shortly after the 
SaskAm awards night, as it had been a very stressful year for me.   
 
Since I moved to Regina I have worked full time as a hairdresser, skated competitively, been on the RPC 
executive, taken photo workshops at Cypress Hills and the Neil Balkwill, attended numerous photography 
presentations, photography seminars, field trips, entered photo competitions, and for the best part of this 
new century have worked with Ben Checkowy in his studio and other assignments. I have learned that 
photography is not about what equipment is in your bag but what you see and what you shoot with it, no 
matter what equipment you have. In the last two years I’ve bought three “toy”, lomo plastic cameras. They 
are so much fun and they cost next to nothing!   
 
My inspiration is André Gallant. He taught me how to take an ordinary image taken on a piece of slide film 
and make it extraordinary. That started me down a road of exploration into how I could make an ordinary 
image into an extraordinary one all on my own. I found the joys of HDR (high dynamic range), of “little plan-
ets”, panoramics, and lomo photography. There is lot of “fun” in photography. Not everything needs to be 
tack sharp and absolutely perfect.  Sometimes beauty is found in the imperfect and the ugly. Not everyone 
needs to like what you shoot - photography can be an expression of your individualism.  Learn the rules 
and how your camera works, then forget it all. If you pick up a camera even for a short time in your life, 
learn to look around you and the environment you live in. there is beauty everywhere. Stop and smell the 
roses or at least take the time to take a look and maybe a picture. 
 

I grew up in Wynyard, Sk., and I lived and worked there until the mid 90’s. In 
the 80’s a friend from Regina bought a camera with some lenses and a flash 
for what I thought was a good deal and I asked him to get me the same stuff. 
I had no idea what I was buying, but it was a good deal. My first camera was 
a Canon AE-1, with a 50 mm lens and a flash, and a Tamron 70-200. I added 
a 28 mm later, and then another body. I was set for anything!  
 
I was happy with that for a good many years. I moved to Regina and started 
working as a hairdresser at the Cutting Crew in 1995, and joined the RPC in 
1996. In 2000 I attended the Cypress Hills Workshop. It was a great learning 
environment—I learned a lot from the instructors and a lot about myself.  
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3rd In-club Competition Results 

Amateur—Altered Reality: 

1st place: “Downtown” - Norm Swayze 

2nd place: “Bryce” - Tanya Miner 

3rd place: “Death Star Over Mos Eisley” - Steve Wilde 
HM: “Prismatic” - Bob Gay 

Amateur—Candid People: 

1st place: “Hula Princess” - 
Heather Loewenhardt 

2nd place: “Emily” - 
Donna McGregor 

3rd place: “Please?” - Stacey 
Bradley 

HM: “Let Me In—Let Me Out” - 
Stacey Bradley 
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Amateur—Animals: 

1st place: “Hanging On” - Heather Loewenhardt 
1st place: “Pissed Off” - Stu Cram 

2nd place: “Royal Hummer” - Peter Hall 
3rd place: “Wave Runner” - Dick Lamb 

3rd place: “White Stalker” - Dick Lamb 

3rd place: “Dominican Bird” - Tanya Miner 

HM: “A Working Class” - 
Tanya Miner 
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Amateur—Open: 

1st place: “Gateway to Relaxation” - Dick Lamb 
2nd place: “Sails in the Sunset” - Elly Lamb 

3rd place: “Fire Hydrant” - Jaymie Fraser 

3rd place: “Mustang” - Norm Swayze 

HM: “Red Green” - 
Sterling Bjorndahl 

Amateur—Theme (Panoramic): 

1st place: “Sunset” - Stephen Smith 

2nd place: “North Vancouver” - David Hlatky 

3rd place: “Fire Hydrant” - Jaymie Fraser 
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Amateur—Scapes: 

1st place: “Upward Bound” - Heather Loewenhardt 

2nd place: “Sunny Arizona” - Peter Hall 

3rd place: “Cabo Marina II” - David Hlatky 3rd place: “Scene Through the Arches” - 
Elly Lamb 

HM: “April Snow!” - 
Pip Discombe 

HM: “Chocolate” - 
Jaymie Fraser 

HM: “San Sebastian Street” - 
Elly Lamb 
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Amateur—Plants & Flowers: 

Amateur—Macro: 

1st place: “Busy Bees” - Gloria Toews 

2nd place: “Ice Crystals”—Stephen Smith 

3rd place: “Crisp and Crunchy” - Elly Lamb 

HM: “Magic Dust” - Heather Loewenhardt 

HM: “Sunshine” - Keith Nordal 

1st place: “Blood Orange” - Sterling Bjorndahl 

2nd place: “Exotic 
Beauty” - Heather 
Loewenhardt 
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Amateur—Portraits: 

Amateur—Plants & Flowers (con’t): 

2nd place: “Ten Dollar Orchid” - Sterling Bjorndahl 

3rd place: “Painted Petals” - Elly Lamb 

3rd place: “Harry and Harriet” - Stu Cram 

HM: “Yellow” - Jaymie Fraser 

1st place: “A  
Quiet Moment” - 
Tanya Miner 

2nd place: “Self-Portrait” - Stacey Bradley 
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Amateur—Portraits (con’t): 

3rd place: “Exit” - Sterling Bjorndahl 
HM: “Hello Sweetie” - Donna McGregor 

Amateur—Photojournalism: 

1st place: “Swimming Upstream” 
- Pip Discombe 

2nd place: “Leaves” - Jaymie Fraser 

3rd place: “Too Close for Comfort” - Norm 
Swayze 

3rd place: “Oops” - Bob Gay HM: “Discovery on Hold” - 
Norm Swayze 

HM: “Holding 
Down the Bridge” - 
Pip Discombe 

HM: “Long Legged 
Leap” - Stu Cram 
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Advanced—Altered Reality: 

Advanced—Macro: 

1st place: “Winter Rose” - Norm Brown 

2nd place: “Digital 
Butterfly” - Don 
Mathieson 

3rd place: “Club Retro” - Darryl Brabant 

HM: “McKell 
Marsh Post” - 
Norm Brown 

HM: “Twilight 
Hunter” - Don 
Mathieson 

1st place: “Red Rhythm” - Kelly Guilmette 2nd place: “Ice Crystals” - Marlyn Toderan 
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Advanced—Animals: 

2nd place: “Foxy” - Cheryl Pady 3rd place: “Deer at Sunrise” - Don Mathieson 

HM: “Am I Talking to You?” - Stéphane Canevet HM: “Northern Shoveler” - Stéphane Canevet 

Advanced—Candid People: 

1st place: “Cutie-Both of Them” 
- Don Johnston 

2nd place: “Not Funny” - Darryl Brabant 

3rd place: “Adam” -    
Kelly Guilmette 
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Advanced—Open: 

Advanced—Photojournalism: 

1st place: “Hot Rodder’s Dream” - Norm Brown 

2nd place: “Stone Age” - Darryl Brabant 

3rd place: “The Porch” - Dwayne Senft 

HM: “Wheels” - Cheryl Pady 

1st place: “Flood of 2011” - 
Larry Easton 

2nd place: “Painter’s Palette” 
- Cheryl Pady 

3rd place: “The Walk” - Kelly 
Guilmette 
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Advanced—Plants & Flowers: 

1st place: “White Lily” - Cheryl Pady 

2nd place: “An Orchid’s Reach” - Don Johnston 

3rd place: “Heart of the Hosta” - Kelly Guilmette 
Advanced—Theme (Panoramic): 

1st place: “Sunrise on  the Rockies” - Paule Hjertaas 

2nd place: “Sunrise on the Rockies 2” - Paule Hjertaas 

3rd place: “Elevator Road” - Norm Brown 

HM: “Leg East Wing” - Don Johnston 
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Advanced—Scapes: 

1st place: “Majestic Mansion” - Dwayne Senft 

2nd place: “Around We Go!” - Dwayne Senft 

3rd place: “Bridging High Water” - Larry Easton 
3rd place: “McKell Marsh Post 2” - Norm Brown 

HM: “Pyramidal Panorama” - 
Kelly Guilmette 

Advanced—Portraits: 

1st place: “Alana” - 
Dwayne Senft 

2nd place: “Nicole” - Darryl Brabant 

3rd place: “Young Love” - Darryl Brabant 


